Terms and Conditions for attending the Oxford Maths Festival

By attending the Oxford Maths Festival, you agree to comply with the following guidelines:

1. You agree to comply in all respects with the applicable health and safety, security, fire and other rules and regulations in force at the event, together with the house rules of any venue in which an event is held. You agree to comply with instructions issued in relation to an event by the event organisers, volunteer stewards or venue staff. Event organisers reserve the right to refuse admission or eject patrons from the event if they do not abide by the rules and regulations of comply with steward or staff instructions.

2. The use of professional cameras and all other video or audio recording equipment is strictly prohibited. No live video or audio recordings can be made without the prior permission of the event organisers, Festival team or main speaker.

3. The Oxford Maths Festival events are photographed, and may be filmed or recorded. All events which are to be photographed and recorded will display perimeter signage. You must notify a Festival steward if you do not consent to being photographed, filmed or recorded.

4. Unless explicitly advertised otherwise, children under 16 years of age and vulnerable adults must be accompanied by a responsible adult over 18 at all times.

5. Organisers reserve the right to:
   – alter the programme where necessary, with latest updates to be found on the festival website.
   – refuse admittance to anyone who arrives late for an event or if the venue is at full capacity.
   – refuse admission and eject patrons from events if they abuse staff or volunteers.
   – refuse admittance to a specific activity if children are below the recommend age guidelines.